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As Enigma Magazine reaches its 6 issue, we have hit its 2 year mark in development! 
Over our two years online, we’ve been developing the magazine with you, the reader, 
at its mind – bringing you poetry, prose and play scripts with a topical and regular set 
of features. Although all backgrounds are published alongside each other like the pieces 
of a puzzle – each one is unique and special, and we celebrate this by providing a quick 
blurb on each writer. 

I would like to thank Linda Ravenswood for her beautiful photography and artwork 
that has graced many of our Enigma covers! I’d also like to thank Jorge Ba-oh for all his 
design work over the years.

We’ve published school children, creative writing students and teachers to doctors, 
labourers, scientists and the retired – and many more. We aim to bring you a vibrant 
mesh of personalities and flavours and hope to keep delivering each issue – this one 
being no exception!

During our time at Enigma Magazine, we’re getting some great regulars in the mix 
recently, which is nice to see that people are returning to our publication. Enigma has 
fluxed between predominantly prose to poetry in a short time, although the mix is 
widely appreciated. We would really like to see more play scripts and features!

We hope 2011 will continue serving up great literary, artistic and creative treats despite 
the nasty nips of the cuts.

We are always open to feedback about our site and magazine! Please email suggestions 
and comments to editor@enigmacw.co.uk.

EDITOR’S NOTE

Please send submissions, suggestions and/or questions to editor@enigmacw.co.uk. 
Information is also available on the website at www.enigmacw.co.uk.

    Enigma
MagazineWelcome to Engima Magazine
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She feeds the swans in the marshes,
Chases wild geese,
Wherever they fly,
Knows the name of every stranger 
She greets going home,

Also knows the streets of London
Are paved indeed
With gilded good intentions.

For her the night, painted indigo,
Has a generous slice of moon:
A starless sky in the haze
Of too much happening.

She finds her usual shelter,
And so sleeps in Neverland
Till in first light, and cold,
She rises as if a fortune were hers.

Today she will not die.

GH/L/01

LONDON
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The damsel is strapped to an evergreen 
Not far from a fire-breathing dragon.
 
A knight in shining armour approaches and
Dismounts, obliged to take some action.
 
The maid is a femme lesbian, so it’s
Not obvious what her sexual preference is.
 
Besides, the knight has proclivities of his own 
So rescue’s not entirely in his interest, (if truth be known).
 
The dragon, championed by an eco-friendly group,
Identity tagged and monitored round the clock,
 
Craves a little variety and free-range pillaging
While cooped up in his limited scrub-land.
 
The knight - dutifully raising sword and shield
At once reveals that ‘he’ is some form of ‘she’,
 
Which immediately attracts the maiden –
Like piercings to a powerful magnet –
 
But leaves the dragon fuming, and put out.
 
JK/P/01

PUT OUT
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The eye looks at you,
No – the eye looks like it’s looking at you
As you walk into the room. 
 
The kind of eye there’d normally be 
Behind the camera - only here
It’s fully exposed
On screen
 
Blinking
 
As you look for art exhibits
While this art exhibits what appears
To be an appraisal of you
As you turn a blind eye 
To its creative value.
 
Observe;
 
Your blink of disbelief
That this could be
A work of art on display;
An assailable abstraction.
 
The affronting pupil
Views
Nothing at all of
The artist’s prescient projection:
 
Not all eyes see
What is
Clearly
In front of them.
 
JK/ST/02

SIGHT TEST:  APPERCEPTION
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PAINT

It would be the ultimate score. It would make people sit up and listen, take 
notice, and through their shock or applause there would be recognition. For 
the last two years she had been moving towards this goal, spreading her art 
from one side of Edinburgh to the other, and tonight — tonight it would finally 
happen.

No longer would she be just another anonymous drone. No longer would she 
be a nobody. For too long her voice had gone unheard, her presence ignored, 
but tonight she would become a somebody. After tonight everyone would know 
Jo Allen’s name.

Jo slipped into her olive green trousers and black hooded top, pausing to check 
the time on her bedside clock: 4:07am — a good time. Edinburgh would be in 
the lull between night and morning, caught in the vacuous moment when the 
black of night was giving way to the steely blue before dawn.

The flat was in silence, her parents and brother asleep in adjacent rooms across 
the hall. She tied back her hair and forced her pony tail through the hole in the 
back of the cap, shaking it free and adjusting it. She reached down and picked 
up a small rucksack from beside the bed, and in the dimness of her room she 
paused and admired a framed image of a rat holding a sign displaying: “Off 
The Pigs”.

“I’ll make you proud,” she whispered, and threw her bag over her shoulder.

She had memorised the feel and sound of each tiptoe on the floor as she slid 
her way through the flat to the front door. She eased out into the stairwell and 
down into the sharp cold of pre-dawn Leith. The street was silent. It was an odd 
paradox to the mayhem it endured during the day from tram works, buses, cars, 
pedestrians and drunks. Nobody was about, which suited Jo just fine.

For the last two years she had taken her love of art out onto the streets. The 
idea came after she discovered the work of a graffiti artist from Bristol called 
Banksy. Modelling her art around socially relevant statements and ridiculing 
the rigidity of a society overburdened with bureaucracy, was something that 
appealed to Jo and she quickly joined his silent army of graffiti rebels. Tonight 
all her previous work would come to a point; she would give herself a name, a 
voice, she would become the Scottish Banksy — a female Banksy.

That first night had been terrifying. Sneaking out of the house with only a single 
can of white spray paint and flimsy stencil, she had scrawled a two-tone logo on 
the side of an abandoned warehouse just off Leith Links. Nobody saw a thing 
and she was back home before 1am. Two years on and she had become an expert 
at camouflage and moving through the streets unseen to create another work of 
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anti-establishment art, each time her art locations becoming more daring than 
the last.

The buzz was always the same — it never went away — but this time there was 
a difference. Tonight she would create her most famous work, her calling card, 
her most recognisable and unforgettable design. It would put her last artistic 
jaunt into the shade, a stencilled image of an Edinburgh Tram metamorphosing 
into a snake across the road from the Edinburgh City Council Head Office. The 
political remark was unmistakable.

Jo made her way down Leith Walk, turned into Duke Street and approached the 
blackness of Leith Links, a vast green space surrounded by ancient foreboding 
trees. From here she could approach her target without being seen. Like a black 
panther with paint, she thought, as she moved swiftly and deliberately across 
the grass.

Moulding her own self-perception was about the only thing that got her through 
the dull pain of High School. By day she was just another cloned teenager, by 
night an urban terrorist with a can of paint. She forced herself to remain awake 
through subjects in which she had absolutely no interest, often finding herself 
in trouble through her perceived bad attitude and lack of interest. But she was 
interested something, she was interested in art — her own art — and it wasn’t 
attitude, they just didn’t get her. 

The darkness was starting to wane as she approached the lamp-lit street on the far 
side — almost there. She thought about what she was about to do, concentrated 
on what it was she was about to express to the people of Edinburgh. She wanted 
to say something about the hypocrisy she felt towards the development of a 
big brother society, and she wanted to do it in as loud and public a way as 
possible. 

She slid out of the darkness into Queen Charlotte Street and allowed her bag to 
slip from her shoulder. She undid the strap and knelt down against the wall of 
Leith Police Station. She pulled out her ready-made stencil, roll of masking tape, 
can of black spray paint, and looked around one more time. She was alone.

Ripping the tape off the roll she noticed her hands were shaking; this was what it 
was all about, pure adrenalin sourced from a guerilla cause. The tape struggled 
to gain purchase against the dirty wall of the station, but it held with three more 
layers. She popped off the lid of the spray can and stepped back for one final 
check. Still nobody around, and the Station looked deserted.

She raised the can level with the stencil and pressed down. The paint sprayed 
out in misty clouds, filling the void left between her body and the wall. She was 
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creating art that would be appreciated by the masses and the nasal backwash 
was a small price to pay.

Ensuring an equal layer of paint was distributed over the stencil, it took only 
moments to complete the job. She stopped and covered her nose to prevent 
the fumes making her sneeze, then pulled off the stencil to reveal a pig in a 
policeman’s hat waving a gun at a small girl.

It was an awesome piece of work, her best yet, and she wanted to stay and 
admire it. But she had to get away, leave now and wait for the furore to start the 
next day. She left the stencil at her feet and stashed her paint back into her bag, 
threw it over her shoulder and turned to leave.

“Hey you! Stop! Two policemen were running towards her from the main door 
of the Station.

Jo dropped her bag and took off, running as fast as she could towards the safety 
of the Links. Her legs were shaking as she ran making it feel like she was only 
going half pace. With each step they seemed to grow number and she began to 
struggle; the faster she tried to run the slower she seemed to move. She looked 
over her shoulder and one of the officers had dropped back to talk into his 
radio, the other, though, was bearing down on her, hat in his hands and an 
angry look ion his face.

She launched herself onto the grass, the knowledge that only one copper was 
now giving chase prompting an extra spurt of confidence. But the grass was 
damp where the day’s rain had gathered and it started pulling at her feet. She 
could hear the officer shouting and looked back. He was gaining, and as she 
went to change direction never noticed the litter bin at the side of a path. She 
slammed into it, the metal frame hammering against her leg. She fell, twisted 
and sore, the officer adding to her pain as he grabbed hold of her.

“You’re under arrest,” he said, in between desperate breaths.

“Piss off!” she said. “I’ll report you for assault!”

“Aye,” said the copper. “Of course you will,” and pulled her onto her feet.

He started to speak into his radio, one hand on her wrists, the other controlling 
the radio. 

“Shit,” she said. Two years of being a nobody and now she would have a criminal 
record. It would make the papers all right and her folks were going to kill her, 
but at least she would be known, at least she had managed to make a name for 
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herself as the mystery graffiti artist of Edinburgh.

“This way,” the copper said and pulled her arms.

“Ow!”

They walked back through the Links to where the other policeman was 
waiting.

“How stupid are you?” the copper said.

“You wouldn’t understand,” snapped Jo. “You’re part of what I’m talking about. 
You’re just a cog and you don’t even see it.”

“A cog, eh?”

“When I talk people listen, I have something to say unlike you. I’m a free spirit 
but you’re part of the machine trying to destroy us.”

“People listen to you, do they?” said the copper as they reached Jo’s bag, still 
lying dumped on the ground. “And who is it that’s listening to you exactly?”

“The people of this city.”

The two coppers laughed. They arrived at the station and Jo glanced at her fresh 
work. 

“Want to admire that do you?” said the copper. “There,” he said, stopping to 
face Jo’s painting. “Are you proud?”

“It speaks the truth, it says you lot are just thugs in uniforms. That’s my art. I’m 
famous for it.”

“Famous? It’ll be gone by morning after we’ve taken a few pictures of it as 
evidence for your court case.”

“At least it’ll be on record it was mine. When the papers publish it everyone will 
see my name.”

“Really?” said the copper. “I don’t see that.”

Jo looked at her painting on the side of the Station. Her heart sank. She had 
forgotten to sign it.

CG/P/01
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THE RED CAMELLIA

Sunset’s hectic kaleidoscope lit the sky
Above and below
The domain of mortal men caught the flame
Reflected back the glow
Cobalt monkshood lined the winding path
Agents of destiny to guide my feet
Beauty rewarded my eyes
My heart thundered an unsteady beat
For there she stood
A crown of scarlet roses encircling her brow
I wore a mantle of nightshade 
Its paltry warmth seemed as nothing now

I wove her swirls of ranunculus 
To rival the suns display
With the tiny blossom of the spindle tree
My heart sought to convey
My souls cry like shards of combusting stars
As pale arbutus clinging
Fuchsia spiderflower crept along on spindly legs
…Beseeching
I spoke with blue violets
Sweet words to cajole and charm
I asked her with white violets
Her heart to forever disarm
She took her crown
Her deft fingers wove me a bouquet
It tumbled from my hands
It withered where it lay

Oleander clung to my buttonhole
At once tenacious and milky meek
Golden helenium arose, unfurled
Dashed petals across my cheek
Columbine and lobelia twined
Twin anchors around my heart
Orange lilies sprouted between
Tore their stems apart
Her eyes… ferocious
The emerald of bay leaves, glanced away
She trod on yellow carnations
With steps alive and fey
The Judas tree soared
Branches heaven tipped
I pursued her
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Footprints yellow hyacinth dipped
The tuberose unfurled its enchantment
To guide my fingertips
“Eglantine.” 
Whispered past my gasping lips
A shower of black roses cascaded
To double the night
Yellow zinnias scattered…
Counting time’s treacherous flight
Solitary I 
Till my figure is old and bent
Asphodels blossom rich and rife 
In the pools of my lament

KEY (The Language of Flowers)

Camellia (red) - You’re a flame in my heart
Monkshood- Beware, a deadly foe is near
Crown of roses- Beware of virtue
Nightshade- Truth
Ranunculus- You are radiant with charms
Spindle tree- Your charms are engraved on my heart
Arbutus- Thee only do I love
Spiderflower- Elope with me
Violet (blue) - I’ll always be true
Violet (white) - Let’s take a chance on happiness
Bouquet of withered flowers- Rejected love
Oleander- Caution
Helenium- Tears
Columbine- Folly
Lobelia- Malevolence
Lily (orange) - Hatred
Bay Leaf- I change but in death
Carnation (yellow) - You have disappointed me
Judas tree- Betrayal, Disbelief
Hyacinth (yellow) – Jealousy
Tuberose- Dangerous pleasure
Eglantine- I wound to heal
Rose (black) - Death
Zinnia (yellow) - Daily remembrance
Asphodel- My regrets follow you to the grave

MC/RC/01
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P.B. SHELLEY IS A GIANT OCTOPUS

I once asked P.B. Shelley why he taught at my university, and not somewhere 
fancy like Oxford or Cambridge. 

“Well,” he said, “they’re not interested in me because I’m not the P.B. Shelley.” 

“But you have all of his memories,” I protested. 

“That’s as maybe, but Oxbridge are only interested in the authentic Shelley, not 
the giant octopus that crawled out of his skull after his death.”

When I had my first tutorial with him, I’d been super excited. Obviously, because 
he was a giant octopus, he couldn’t give lectures at my uni; The University of 
East London (a medium sized ex-poly) couldn’t afford to build him a special 
lecture hall, but he tried to have at least one tutorial with all of his students in 
the English and Creative Writing departments. His office was like any office 
– or at least the part with air was, the rest was taken up with his tank and his 
waterproof books and the flushing system he would use to go home (a large 
pump that you could hear from anywhere in the building around 6 o’clock). 
The speakers that relay his voice synthesizer program were on either side of the 
tank, although the right one never worked as long as I was there. 

I read a poem to him, and he watched me with a single, football sized eye. 
After I’d finished, and closed my moleskin notebook (carefully replacing the 
ribbon), he said it was, “very nice,” in a voice that was more human that Steven 
Hawkins, but still not exactly there yet. 

“I liked the bit with the dog,” he said, which made my heart hit the top of my 
skull like the octopus that will escape my brain if I die in water. 

“I’m not really into poetry though,” he added. 

“Oh! I’m really sorry,” I stammered, “I just thought....” 

“That’s OK,” he said, “I’m used to the assumption.” 

“It’s just that....” we paused, and I listened to the sloshing of his tank and 
wondered how he heard me. “What kind of thing do you like?” I asked in the 
end. 

“Well,” he said, before pausing to think – his curved pupil rolling up the ceiling 
- “I write realism mostly.” Then a moment later, “but when you’re the giant 
octopus that crawled out of a famous poet’s skull after he drowned at sea, most 
people don’t think your life is very realistic. My kitchen sinks are not your 
kitchen sinks.” 
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“Could I... could I read some of it? I mean if it’s not a prob-” “Sure, I’ll read some 
to you now if you like. I just finished a story this morning.” 

One of his grey-green and slithery arms came out of the top of his tank and over 
to the pile of waterproof book, a series of plasticy plates that whiteboards are 
made of, and his arm delicately coiled around the topmost one. I could hear the 
individual suckers squelching with the grip and release of suction, and I felt a 
drop of icy water against my cheek as the arm retracted with the book. I wiped 
it away without comment. 
 
He opened the book near the end and, although his voice synthesizer couldn’t 
replicate a preparatory cough, his winding, labyrinthine body tightened in a 
shiver that acted in just such a way. By this time, I was almost so disillusioned 
that P.B. Shelley (albeit the giant octopus P.B. Shelley) wasn’t into poetry, that I 
was half prepared for his story to be utter trash, just because it would serve me 
right for having such high hopes. 

It wasn’t, though. It was, as he said, realism, of a kind – the plot regarded an 
octopus that spent its gestation inside the skull of a human, although the human 
had been a simple fisherman in Shelley’s story, and after the fisherman died at 
sea, the octopus crawled through his dead brain matter and cracked open the 
skull to begin its 1,000 year lifespan in the ocean. That does not do his writing 
justice, however, and for fear of mis-quoting him I’m not prepared to give a 
more detailed estimation of what he wrote. I’m not prepared to even try to 
replicate an extract or a sentence because in each sentence of his writing was the 
whole, repeated and refracted, only not uniform or predictable, but complex 
and ordered like a Mandelbrot print. And to be honest, I also don’t remember 
very much of it, or even how long it was (except that it was just the right length), 
but I do remember him finishing, and that I was crying when he did. 
  
I told him that it was beautiful, and he thanked me with such genuine pleasure 
that even the synthetic voice conveyed it. I asked if I could find more of his 
stories, or maybe a novel. 

“Oh, it’s not published,” he said. “None of it is.” 
I balked at this. 

“You see,” he explained, “when I go to a publisher and say that I’m P.B. Shelley, 
they expect poems, and when I tell them I don’t write poems, they normally 
dismiss me right there and then. If they do read my stuff, then they tell me it’s 
not what they’re looking for. One once said to me, ‘when people see the name 
P.B. Shelley on the cover of a book, they’re expecting something about morality 
or truth or god. This is just about octopuses.’”
 
“Well, why not write about those things?” I asked, and then added, “I mean, if 
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it’ll get you published, and then you can do the stuff you want after everyone 
knows how good you are.” At that he shrugged a huge, eight armed shrug and 
said, “But my stories are about those things. It’s just that they’re about brain 
octopuses too.”

AC/PB/01

I wonder if what it is to know 

Is to show whether you really 
Understand the internal flow
 
Of the pain, hurt and confusion
That led to the delusion
 
That later emerged as an illusion. 
So, is the art of knowing merely having.

A set of facts based on following
certain tracks, or were you merely distracted,

Just for a moment, when you 
Remembered that I and others existed.

JH/WK/01

THE WONDER OF WHAT IT IS TO KNOW
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DOWN THE RIVER

Here we go - here we go - here we go - Jump!
Leap the seven young
Of fire and hammer
Screams the water!
Bites the bone!
Screams the lung!
The skin of summer
Wild blanket of pearl drops flung in the air
Rainbow!
We don’t see, don’t care
All heads up, howls of joy
And song and laughter
And faster and faster
O, boy, how fast do we go!
Some, like fish
Down the river
Down the belly of silver
Be the first and make a wish
Glide the flow like an eel
Cries the willow, Go! Go! Go!
Go and feel
By the island ahead by the rock beneath
Go kneel
See the sirens in bed!
I will! I am here!
I’m there and I dive into white noise I dive
And my arms embrace that stone
Against the might and power and fury of thousand rivers 
running down my shoulders
To face them alone - I know I’m alive! I’m alive! I’m alive!
O, delight! O, life, to this moment I’ve sworn
With all the force I spring up, reborn
In youth and fun, like out of a gun
And up I race now
Up up up
To the Sun!

IG/UR/01
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ANGEL’S TRUMPETS

Rosie’s mother said she had to stay home and help with the baking. Her little 
sister, Lucie, had pleaded Mum to make jam drops, fairy cakes and lamingtons, 
and Mum had given in. That meant they needed more eggs than were in the 
fridge, so Rosie was sent to collect them from the chook pen. 

But Rosie wanted to visit Miss Manley next door. She loved Miss Manley’s kind 
face with laughing grey eyes and her quiet voice with its English accent, like a 
newsreader. 

The first time Rosie saw how different the garden was next door, she exclaimed 
“It is very amazing!” which made Miss Manley laugh. At times, Miss Manley 
must have felt lonely because every now and then she didn’t mind a visit from 
Rosie. Today was supposed to be one of those days. Yesterday, Miss Manley had 
promised, “you may come and help me in the garden tomorrow afternoon.” Of 
course, she never really needed any help. 

Miss Manley taught Rosie which flowers had a sweet scent and parts you 
could eat, starting with roses – because their name was the same as Rosie’s. 
Her favourite was an intensely fragrant pink and white variety called Double 
Delight. 

“Just like you,” Miss Manley said, gesturing at her to smell the blooms. 

As Rosie breathed in the perfume she knew this was the smell of happiness. 
That something so beautiful reminded Miss Manley of her.

Rosie was warned about other plants, which were pretty but very poisonous. 
Like the creamy soft petals of angel’s trumpets with their gorgeous scent. 

“You must never touch this,” Miss Manley told her, “it will make you terribly 
ill.”

Rosie couldn’t believe that something so lovely could hurt you, especially as 
their trumpet petals looked like they were made of icing sugar. Or others that 
drew you in with their nutty scent like oleanders. Miss Manley cautioned her 
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about those, too. 

“Oleanders stop your heart if you eat just a couple of leaves. You mustn’t touch 
them, Dear. If you break off the leaves or flowers you’ll get covered in sticky 
milky sap.”

Oleanders grew on the footpath all the way to school, flashing their pink flowers, 
looking so innocent. In spite of the warning, Rosie couldn’t help herself. She 
picked a posy and panicked because she got sap on her hands, just like Miss 
Manley said. She wiped it off with the skirt of her uniform and waited to see if 
her heart would stop. But all that happened was that it left a stain which Mum 
couldn’t get out, no matter how hard she scrubbed. 

There were other flowers you were allowed to touch, but if you did, you’d 
spoil them. “Gardenias,” Miss Manley told her, “are so delicate and pure they 
turn brown if you touch them.” She cut a twig with three perfect blooms and 
presented it to Rosie to take home for her mother. But Rosie had to see for herself 
if what Miss Manley said would really happen, so she stroked the soft petals 
and waited. Rosie’s heart pounded when they blemished with brown stains. 
After that, she didn’t give them to Mum. She hid them under the bed. 

To Rosie, Miss Manley’s garden was filled with stories; Dad’s garden was filled 
with tomatoes, beans, lettuces, carrots, potatoes and broccoli, in neat rows. 
Dad’s garden did have some flowers – marigolds, carnations, roses, zinnias 
and snapdragons – but they were lined up in beds and sprayed against insects. 
Flowers were “out of bounds”. Rosie and Lucie were “not allowed to touch”. 

From Rosie’s backyard, you could barely see Miss Manley’s house for trees and 
cascading creepers. And from Miss Manley’s garden, you couldn’t see Rosie’s 
house, which is where Mum was. In the kitchen, waiting for Rosie to collect the 
eggs because she’d decided it was baking day. 

Rosie was a “big girl now”, nearly nine, so she had to do chores. Her sister, 
Lucie, was four, “too little” to be allowed near the chook pen. First, Rosie had to 
chase the rooster, with its wobbling red comb and piercing yellow eyes. When it 
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was on the attack, which was anytime you came near the pen, the rooster fluffed 
up its black feathers, flapped its wings and strutted on its claws. 

Rosie’s Auntie Mary warned her. “You be careful of that rooster! Don’t turn your 
back on him!” That was because of what happened to Ethel Hanbury. Auntie 
Mary told the story of Ethel and The Rooster, and Rosie asked to hear it again, 
every time she visited. Ethel was a spinster hired hand, togh as old boots” and a 
“real hard worker”, who lived with a local dairy farmer. She stood only four feet 
eleven inches tall, with hands as gnarled as the bark of a she-oak and stringy 
salt and pepper hair that she boasted was “so long I can sit on it”. But you never 
could tell if she really could sit on it because she kept it tightly wound in a bun 
fastened with a mother-of-pearl pin under her wide-brimmed straw hat. 

Ethel had a soft spot for the hens. She’d shout at Gerry, the farm dog. 
“Gedaway ya mongrel!”
One day, Gerry slipped by her, straight into the pen. Before she’d even realised, 
it caught one of her favourite speckled hens around the neck. Ethel clobbered 
the mad dog on the snout with the back of her hand, sending it packing. But 
it was too late for the hen. Still, the farmer refused to get rid of Gerry. That 
mongrel made her blood boil. So much so she developed terrible varicose veins 
that looked like thick blue worms crawling up the insides of her legs. Which is 
probably why the rooster attacked her, pecking her in a frenzy, leaving gaping 
wounds like baby birds’ beaks. 
Ethel fainted from shock and the heat. Then she bled to death. The farmer found 
her lying face down in a pool of mud, chicken muck and blood, her hat still 
firmly pinned onto her neat bun. Ethel loved tending those chickens. She knew 
them all by name. So what you love can kill you. 

Rosie remembered Auntie Mary’s warning as she approached the chook pen. 
While she fumbled with the flimsy chicken-wire gate, the flock sounded an eerie 
bu-uuuck, bu-uuuck like an attack was imminent. No sooner Rosie had fastened 
the gate to the latch pole, the rooster came at her – beak open, hissing with all its 
black viciousness. Rosie swiped at the bird with a long wooden spoon that she 
always took into the pen as a weapon. She yelled in retaliation, waving her arms 
about to make herself look bigger, as she imagined Ethel should have done. She 
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picked up a stone and threw it, sending the assailant into retreat. But she knew 
to keep one eye on it as she raided the nest boxes. 

Last night there’d been a subtropical storm, so you couldn’t avoid the slippery 
mud and the pungent stink. One egg ... two... three right up to eight fresh, brown 
eggs. One with a downy feather still stuck onto it. By the time she’d checked all 
the boxes, Rosie’s shoes were covered in mud and muck. She fastened the gate 
behind her, scraped her shoes on a rock, wiped her hands on her dress and 
carefully carried the bucket of eggs towards the house. 

She looked at the back porch to make sure Mum hadn’t come out to hurry 
her up. There were too many eggs; she’d never get to see Miss Manley. So she 
selected five eggs and hid them. She taken Dad’s old billycan for this purpose 
and buried it beneath the bright foliage of a nasturtium patch that had advanced 
right through the fence separating her backyard from Miss Manley’s garden. 
Sweet scented red, gold, orange and cream flowers shared her secret. Rosie 
stopped to pick a brilliant orange flower, bite off the green end of its nectar spur 
and suck the delightful burst onto her tongue, just as Miss Manley had shown 
her. Nasturtiums were safe. It was one flower she was allowed to taste. 

“Only three eggs today.”

“Can’t be,” Mum countered. “Did you look in all three boxes.”

“Yes.”

“On the top shelf?”

“Yes.”

“Did you climb up there?”

“Yes”.

“What about the nest near the shed?”
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“Yes.

“Can’t be!” she kept repeating. “Those stupid chooks. I’ll have to get your father 
to feed them more laying mash.”

But even so, there were enough eggs, when added to the ones already in the 
fridge, to bake fairy cakes and jam drops. Mum decided to make ANZAC 
Biscuits instead of lamingtons because they don’t need eggs and there was a box 
of Uncle Toby’s Oats in the cupboard. So Rosie had to stay and beat eggs after 
all. Miss Manley would be out in her garden by now. But Rosie was stuck in the 
kitchen with Mum, who was creaming the butter and sugar and muttering still 
about the chickens and how they’d have to get new ones, which meant they’d 
soon be having “lots of roast chicken dinners”. 

Lucie got to lick the spoon from the chocolate icing mixture for the fairy cakes. 
And she was allowed to eat some silver sprinkles that looked like tiny ball 
bearings but tasted like pure sugar. Lucie didn’t have to help. She just had to 
“sit out of the way”.

As each ingredient was mixed into the batter, Rosie would say “Finished!” and 
“Can I go now?”And Mum kept saying “if you ask that one more time I’ll never 
let you go over there again. You shouldn’t pester that poor old lady. Now will 
you please just keep stirring the bowl instead of stirring me?”
Rosie pouted.
“You can spoon the raspberry jam into the jam drops. You liked doing that last 
time.”

Miss Manley hadn’t invited Rosie to visit the next day. Rosie hovered in the 
backyard, peering through the jasmine, hoping for an opportunity to explain 
about yesterday. But the old lady was nowhere to be seen. It was a scorching day 
so Miss Manley was probably taking refuge in the cool darkness of her sitting 
room. Rosie only saw it once – the lounge suite covered with white sheets, lace 
doilies on the tables, a red woven rug on the parquetry floor. Mum’s floor was 
linoleum, scrubbed with Sunlight Soap and mopped squeaky clean with boiling 
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water and methylated spirit.

Lucie had followed Rosie into the backyard and was begging Rosie to play with 
her.

“Let’s play hide and seek. You find me.”

But Rosie was bored of such games, especially as Lucie always hid in the same 
three places.

Mum came out into the backyard, pushing the laundry trolley along the cement 
path to the clothesline. 

“Rosie won’t play with me.”

“Don’t be mean, Rosie. Play with your sister.”

“I don’t want to play baby games.”

“Well think of something you’ll both like.”

Then Mum began to peg up her white sheets. 

“Goodness me! This path is so hot! It’s boiling out here. Sheets will be dry in no 
time.”

She looked at the girls suspiciously. 

“Where are your shoes, Rosie?”

Rosie’s inquisitiveness meant she had to feel the path for herself. Now she 
was hopping from foot to foot. 

“Here.” 
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Rosie presented her pink sandals. Lucie was wearing her blue shoes. 

“Well put them back on your feet. You’ll burn yourself, silly.”

“But we’re going to play chasey. I can run faster without shoes.”

And with that she sped off.

“Silly girl, put your sandals back on, there’s prickles in the lawn. Your father 
always forgets to spray them. You’ll soon be crying when you stand on them!”

So Rosie slipped her feet into her sandals without undoing the buckles. 

“God, this path is so hot you could fry an egg on it.”

That gave Rosie an idea.

“You girls be careful running around in this heat. It’s far too hot today. Play in 
the shade.”

And Mum was gone. 

Rosie ran under the house and climbed onto an old chair that Dad was supposed 
to be reupholstering. She took the key to Dad’s gardening store cupboard, which 
was kept up high “out of the way of you kids.” Rosie busied herself looking 
through her father’s stockpile. A packet of white powder attracted her attention. 
She couldn’t read the words on its label, but it looked just like icing sugar. Then 
she found some tin pie plates that Dad used to tie onto the fig trees to scare 
away the sparrows.

Rosie gathered these things together with an old mixing bowl, a slightly bent 
soup spoon and her rooster-deterrent wooden spoon. 
“What are you doing?”

It was Lucie.
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“Nothing. You’re too little. Go away.”

“Can I help?”

“No. And don’t tell Mum.”

“Why?”

“Because she’ll go mad. And besides, I’m going to make special cakes and if you 
do tell I won’t give you any.”

“Why can’t I help?”

Rosie had no choice.

“OK, but you’ve got to do exactly what I say.”

With that, Lucie seemed satisfied. 

“Hold this,” said Rosie, passing her sister the mixing bowl.

Rosie locked the cupboard, returning the key to the nail above the doorway. She 
took the white powder and the spoons and led Lucie back to the garden beside 
the bean patch.

Rosie spooned the rich dirt from the bean patch into the bowl. Then she ran to 
the tap at the back of the house, unwound the garden hose and brought it to 
where Lucie sat. 

“Point the hose at the garden, not in the bowl. You hear?”

“OK,” said Lucie, who immediately dropped the bowl, taking the hosepipe in 
both hands. “Lu-cie!”

Lucie looked as if she were about to cry, but Rosie simply sighed and tutted, 
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refilled the bowl and rested it against a furrow. Then she ran back to turn on 
the tap.

“Ready, Lucie?”

Lucie nodded. The hose convulsed, spluttering hot water for a few seconds. 
Then it streamed in a mad cool gush, nearly jumping out of Lucie’s hands. But 
she held onto the wild snake, spraying the bean patch, setting white moths 
fleeing.

“Hold it tight, Lucie!” Rosie commanded. 
She adjusted the flow to a gentle trickle. At first the water sat on top of the dried 
earth, spreading among the furrows. But eventually the ground sucked it in, 
turning the grey dirt into rich black mud. Rosie took the hose, adding water 
to the bowl. She stirred the mixture. Soon she was satisfied that it looked like 
Mum’s chocolate cake batter.

Then she sent Lucie to turn off the tap and fetch an old teacup from Dad’s 
workroom. 

“It’s in the box on the floor.”

When Lucie had gone, Rosie raced to the nasturtium patch to recover her stash 
of eggs. 

“You got eggs, Rosie. Mummy’s eggs.”

“No they’re not. They’re mine. So shush! If you’re quiet I’ll let you stir the 
mixture.”

Rosie cracked the eggs into the chipped teacup and picked out bits of shell that 
had fallen in. She added them to the mud cake mix, one at a time, beating them 
in. Just like Mum. This made the mixture sloppy.

“You keep stirring, Lucie. Otherwise it will be lumpy. Get the lumps out.”
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“Now for some sugar.” 

Rosie poured the packet of powder, covering her mixture in fine white dust. The 
smell was not sweet, but Rosie didn’t care.

“My turn.” 

Rosie stirred the bowl until the powder disappeared. Then she spooned the 
mixture onto the pie plates and laid them to bake on the path in the sun. 

Lucie busied herself picking berries from the lantana that grew wild beside the 
chook pen. 

“Sprinkles.”

“No Lucie. You don’t touch berries. Miss Manley said they can be poison.”
She took them from her sister and threw them over the fence. 

“I’ll get something.”

Rosie dashed off to the nasturtium patch. But she couldn’t resist staying a while 
to sip the nectar from each flower’s spur as she picked them. 

“Hello, Rosie, Dear.” 
Miss Manley had seen her through the jasmine. The two fell into easy 
conversation. Rosie was so glad she could explain about why she couldn’t visit 
because of the baking. She kept saying “sorry”. 

“You’ve nothing to be sorry about,” Miss Manley reassured her.

When she got back, Lucie was sitting with the bowl in her lap, the spoon in her 
mouth. 

“No Lucie!” 
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Rosie dropped the nasturtiums, their fine stems limp, their bright flowers already 
withering in the heat. Lucie’s face turned hollow. Her eyes looked blank with 
fear. She spat out the mouthful of mud cake mix, tears rolling down her cheeks. 
Her face grew pale. Then the petals of her little red mouth turned bluish-grey. 
She let out a weak cry as she fell backwards. Silent. Shaking.

“Please, Lucie! Get up!”

Rosie’s heart was thumping. She scooped up her little sister in her arms, feeling 
the weight of her. Pink froth and mud oozed from Lucie’s mouth, dribbling 
down her chin, onto her dress. 

“Lu-cie, Lucie. No! It’s only pretend. Get up, Lucie!”

The crisp white sheets fluttered on the line, stiff from the baking sun, tenting as 
though shrouding someone

DS/AT/01 
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Tonight I dance
suspended.
A circle’s radius
lit by white spirit
linseed oil,
I melt to naked buttermilk,
soft curd.
They size me up and he says
‘be conscious of space
around the form,
note the darker tones
of the sacrum - 
the expression of the spine’
I feel the heat 
of his finger at my cage
and rock infinitesimally 
like a birch in a tiny wind,
hold still for sixteen 
more minutes,
thinking of my cool silk gown 
my break time cigarette.
They vote to let me lie
for the longer pose,
thank God
and by nine
their thumbs are black 
with Olympias. 
They praise each other 
on such a close resemblance,
a clever inference of light.
I do not stay to see
the hall of mirrors
conjured by chalk, 
my body aches
for night’s fresh velvet.
 
On my way out
I am thanked in notes,
a gratuity of coins,
overhear someone
say how beautiful I became

AA/D/01
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The studio was empty now except for the painting, which had hung on the wall 
for the last ten years. I approached, reached up and lifted it down with hands 
that felt numb and slightly shaky. No matter how many times over the years 
I’ve done this the surprise is the same - even large paintings which give an 
impression of weight, of solidity when they hang for many years on a wall are, 
when you lift them, no heavier than a bag of sugar. Close up, the brushstrokes 
(which, from a distance, depicted my skin) became smears of ochre, mole, sage; 
close up, they were no longer me but something abstract, something with no 
meaning at all. Holding my breath, I walked out of the empty studio and placed 
the canvas on the floor, tilting it forward so that the painted surface rested 
against the wall and was hidden from view. The back of the canvas was thick 
with mouse grey dust. I heard the doorbell ring. I wiped my eyes and went 
downstairs to open the door.

‘My grandson Sam,’ Rob, my decorator, pointed to the young man who stood by 
his side on the doorstep. He was nineteen, possibly twenty. ‘He’s come to help 
me. Bigger job than I thought. And you, needing to get moved as soon as.’ 

The first thing apart from his age that I noticed about Sam was his neatness 
– and the fact that he had a small scar shaped like a silverfish next to his eye. By 
comparison, Rob looked wild – hair like a dandelion clock, hectic teeth, battered 
skin. 

I wondered if, in fifty years, time would dishevel Sam as thoroughly as it had 
done his grandfather.
      
They were early – I should have been pleased but instead, because my eyes were 
all puffy I muttered, ‘Come inside, I’ll put the kettle on.’ I didn’t even say hello 
to Sam, or welcome him. I may not have smiled.
      
‘No rush,’ Rob ducked around the packing cases, ‘we’ll get on.’
      
Dan’s stuff still lined the hallway; all day long it tripped me up and annoyed me. 
I went and powdered my nose so it wasn’t fire engine red any longer and made 
tea, like normal people do. I carried it upstairs and, as usual, when I opened the 
door of the studio, I felt my heart tumble from the cavity inside my ribs to the 
pit of my stomach. Until a few days ago it had been full of his paintings, full of 
him. For ten years a crack in the window glass had been stuffed with a black 
sock. Dan refused to mend it because he said it was lucky. On windy nights, 
the sock jittered and danced. Yesterday I yanked that damned sock out and the 
glass broke into pieces and smashed on the floor.
      
‘You’ll be needing us to fix the window,’ Rob looked up and then went back to 
scraping paint off the floor.
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‘Could you? That’d be great.’ I sniffed.
      
‘Thanks for the tea.’ Sam lifted the tray out of my hands.
      
‘I’ll be downstairs, sorting things…’ All day I emptied drawers, sorted through 
the debris of our life together, deciding which papers to keep and putting others 
in a pile for burning. The estate agent said the studio would need redecorating 
before we put the house on the market. A rush job. Dan was in a hurry to get on 
with his new life.
      
I listened as Rob and Sam hammered and swore and dropped stuff (heavy stuff, 
by the sound of it) on the wooden floor. I winced, as if each thud was a blow to 
my body. I spent the day picking my way through a midden of old receipts and 
shopping lists – things that were prosaic enough in themselves until I found 
the back of an old envelope on which Dan had written ‘ Wedding Ann. card for 
Shell.’.
     
 I heard a knock on the study door. 
      
‘We’re off – see you tomorrow. All right, love?’
      
‘Off, already? Where had the day gone? I wiped my eyes, ‘Sorry, I’ve got hay 
fever.’
      
Rob looked out the window at the winter dusk, ‘I’ve had a touch of it myself.’
      
‘You don’t get hay fever this time of year,’ Sam spoke out the gloom in the 
hallway.
      
Rob glared at him and clicked his tongue. ‘Dust. It’ll be all the dust we’re 
making, all the clearing up.’ His face was like that of a donkey that finds itself in 
a swamp. ‘We’ll see you in the morning.’
      
‘Got to watch my figure,’ Rob said the next day, patting his tummy when I 
offered to make them lunch. ‘But I like Cup a Soup, the tomato one, with a little 
bit of white pepper.’ 
      
‘So do I,’ said Sam, ‘nothing like a Cup a Soup to keep you going.’
      
Each day I made tea at ten and two and Cup a Soup at twelve. Every two hours 
I boiled the kettle and loaded the tray. I found that, although I had not been able 
to eat much since Dan left, I began to partake of Cup a Soup at twelve as well. 
For two weeks, this was our routine.

‘Where’s Sam?’ I’d got used to seeing him on the doorstep in the morning, neat 
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and patient, holding an empty bucket, or tools, newspaper tucked under his 
arm.
      
‘He’s gone for an interview. Boy wants to join Army.’ Rob replied.
      
‘Why?’ Why would anyone want to join the Army? Didn’t he realise the dangers, 
especially at the moment?
      
‘He didn’t like school, so he left; he doesn’t like living at home ‘cause his Mum’s 
got a new bloke and now they’ve got a baby together.’
      
‘But, the Army – doesn’t he realise he’s likely to get sent overseas?’
      
‘He’s not got much choice with jobs and that – didn’t get many exams. His 
Mum’s new fella drives him mad – he’s better off out of it.’
      
Rob went up to the studio and I packed and dusted and sorted. I lit bonfires of 
our vanities in the back garden and reduced much to ash. The smoke made my 
eyes smart.
  
After a day or two, Sam came back. When I climbed the stairs with ten o’clock 
tea and biscuits he was out on the landing. He had pulled the canvas away from 
the wall and was looking at the painting.
      
‘I needed to get at the plug socket,’ Sam said, by way of explanation. The painting 
which I had taken down from the studio wall was of me, sitting on our old blue 
sofa, naked, leaning slightly forward with arms and legs crossed in front of me. 
It was the first painting Dan did of me, and the only one he didn’t take when he 
left. I’m looking down, my face is in shadow – in the painting I already look sad, 
as if I was looking, not at the Persian rug with its border of strutting peacocks, 
but into the future. (When he’d first asked me to pose for him Dan had been 
frustrated with my attempts to sit naturally. ‘There’s no need to hold yourself so 
stiffly,’ he’d said. ‘You’re not a soldier, so relax.’)
      
‘I’ve got a girlfriend,’ Sam volunteered, ‘she’s an art student here, at the 
college.’
      
Why was he telling me? Was she one of Dan’s students? Perhaps she knew Dan 
had just left his wife for someone else?
      
‘What’s her name?’
      
‘Heather. I took her out for dinner. We had duck breast but it was full of blood 
and we couldn’t eat it.’
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I imagined the scene –Sam with crossed arms, blood pooling on white china. 
‘Oh - did she mind?’
      
‘No,’ Sam said, ‘she’s good like that. I minded, though. About the money. About 
the waste.’ He looked at the painting and at me then looked away.
       
Over the next few days, when I carried up my trays of steaming beverages, I 
often found Sam on the landing looking at the painting, head tilted to the side. 
One day, as I turned the corner of the stairs, I saw him reach his fingers out, 
hesitant as a child trying to flinch another biscuit, to touch the surface of the 
paint. I coughed and he shot back into the studio like a spooked cat. What was 
he looking for? What did he see?
      
The morning after that Rob arrived alone again and said Sam had been out 
with his girlfriend the night before and would be along later. I walked to the 
corner shop to stock up on PG Tips, Custard Creams, tomato Cup a Soup, white 
pepper, milk. It wasn’t much above freezing but the sky was clear; frost rimed 
the windows. Walking back I noticed an old yellow Volkswagen Golf parked 
outside the house. Sam sat in the passenger seat and a girl, who must have been 
Heather, sat in the driver’s seat, a black and white keffiyah tied loosely around 
her neck. When Sam saw me approaching, he turned to her and placed his hand 
under her chin and kissed her, very gently, on the lips. A pain tore through 
my chest, my throat tightened. I walked into the house and slammed the door. 
When Sam knocked on the door a moment later, I yelled, ‘Let yourself in.’ 
      
At ten o’clock I didn’t take any tea up to the studio.
      
At twelve I heard the sound of footsteps trooping down the stairs and heard a 
knock on the study door. 
      
‘We’re off to the chippy. Can we get you something? To say ta for all the soup.’
      
‘No, thank you. I’m fine.’ I piled up papers for burning, not even bothering to 
sort them properly.
      
Rob paused a moment. ‘We’ll be done tomorrow.’
      
‘Good.’ What a relief to have my house back to myself. I couldn’t wait for them to 
be gone. ‘Tell me how much I owe you and I’ll have it ready.’ The pile of papers 
toppled and spilled across the floor. ‘Shit,’ I mumbled, my throat burning. I 
fumbled around for a tissue. When I looked up Rob was still there.
     
 ‘Sam’s been accepted into the Army. He’s off to do his basic training from this 
weekend.’
      
‘Oh.’ The enmity I’d felt vanished in an instant.
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‘We’ll see you in a bit.’
      
‘Yes. Sorry, it’s just…’
       
‘Not to worry lass. We’ll see you after lunch.’
       
‘Okay, thanks. Bye.’ 
       
After they went I took a Cup a Soup outside and loaded the last batch of papers 
into a charred metal drum. I dropped a match onto them and watched - the 
embers gave out light that was orange as barley sugar and warmed my face; 
ash floated up on eddies of fire-wind before settling like snow on some bare 
branches. At two o’clock I came in and boiled the kettle. I looked in the mirror 
before going up. I would smile at Sam, to show him I was sorry. Perhaps it was 
what happened with Dan. I hadn’t used to be jealous, or bitter. I loaded the tray, 
humming a little. As I headed up the stairs, I saw Rob coming down.
      
‘I think we’ll be able to finish up this afternoon. I’m just popping out to the van 
to get a few bits.’
      
I carried on up. As I rounded the corner, I saw that the painting was no longer 
in the hallway, face to the wall like a condemned prisoner. I went into the studio. 
The walls were white, the floorboards scrubbed clean, the window had been 
repaired - a new and perfect pane of glass let in a few faint beams of lemony 
winter sun. Someone had re-hung the painting on the wall. Sam stood still in the 
centre of the room, staring at it, broom motionless between his hands.
      
I cleared my throat. ‘Rob says you’re finishing today.’ 
      
‘Yeah. Last day of all this. Then I’ll be earning proper money.’ Sam moved jerkily, 
as if he was coming out of a trance. He propped the broom against the wall and 
came towards me. ‘Did your husband leave you?’
      
I nodded – I had no breath to answer his question.
      
‘But he painted this portrait of you?’
      
‘When we first met. Ten years ago. I was eighteen.’ I felt like I’d run a race, the 
air I drew in burned in my lungs.
      
‘Must be hard for you,’ Sam reached out his hand and placed it under my chin.    
Downstairs, the front door slammed and Rob called, ‘Come and give us a hand 
with this lot.’ Sam smiled at me as he went out.  My head started to spin. I put 
the tray on the floor then went back to my study.
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I heard footsteps up and down the stairs. Around five, there was a tap on the 
door. Rob stood there, invoice flapping like an oversized white butterfly in his 
hand. I filled out a cheque and handed it to him, along with a bag containing 
two bottles of wine. 
      
‘Thank you for everything, and thank you to Sam as well.’
      
‘He had to go. He said sorry he didn’t say goodbye.’
      
‘He’s gone?’
      
‘It’s not like him.’ Rob said. ‘Boy’s usually very polite. But he’s got a lot on his 
mind.’
      
Shock ricocheted around inside me. I grabbed Rob’s arm. ‘Don’t let him go – you 
could employ him, he’d earn good money working for you. They might send 
him overseas – every night on the news there’s pictures of soldiers who’ve been 
killed.’ Photographic portraits of young faces, every one of them as neat and as 
self-contained as Sam, smiling into a future they would never see. Was there 
anything that would stop him going? ‘What about his girlfriend – surely he 
should think about her?’
      
‘Oh, he’s not that bothered about Heather.’ Rob put his hand over mine and 
lifted it off his arm. ‘There’s no stopping him – he’s clever, head-strong. It’ll all 
go wrong if he stays here.’

Over the year that followed, I sometimes felt that hand under my chin and 
remembered the way Sam had looked at me – as if I was someone that mattered. 
It got me through the worst times. I found a new place to live and surprised 
myself by putting the portrait Dan had painted up, though it was on the wall 
above the bed where I wouldn’t often see it. 
      
It was winter again when, on my way to the post box, I saw Rob’s battered van 
parked up at an odd angle. I looked through the window. The same dandelion 
clock hair, the face gnawed by time but ashen – still as stone. The last words 
Rob spoke to me – It’ll all go wrong if he stays here - came back to me and the 
words took on a meaning I hadn’t seen in them before. I didn’t knock on the van 
window as I’d intended but hurried away, my breath leaving white puffs on the 
air like a line of little ghosts. At home I turned on News 24. 
      
‘Today, a soldier has been killed while on a routine patrol in Helmand 
Province…’
      
I waited for my last look at Sam’s face.

PS/01
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A school desk, with two chairs side by side. MONICA sits at the desk, 
her textbook open but ignored. She looks sweaty in her school dress. She’s 
overweight, generally unkempt and bored. 

LEANNE enters from the back of the classroom, hangs there for a moment, a school bag  
at her feet. 

LEANNE wears the same kind of school dress, but in all other ways is the exact opposite 
of MONICA – pretty, stylish, slim. 

LEANNE.  (to audience) Last night I dreamt I was back in Railway Estate. You’ll  
have never heard of the place, and if you’re lucky, you never will again. It’s the 
end of the world, where hell meets the coast of North Queensland. Where the 
sun burns the earth to concrete. And the horizon is on fire, when they burn the 
fields of cane. The train drives great stinking vats of molasses through the town, 
and beyond to the harbour to be fired into sugar and shipped out.  Here’s where 
my Dad got work. When I was 16, he transported us to Railway Estate.

LEANNE collects her school bag, starts walking towards the empty seat next to 
MONICA.

LEANNE. (to audience) My first day at school there, at Railway Estate State 
School – it’s as cool as it sounds - they sat me next to Monica Frog. 

LEANNE sits, glances at MONICA, horrified.

LEANNE. (to audience) That wasn’t her real name. She had some German name 
that no-one could be bothered to pronounce, so they called her Frog. Cos she 
was slimy and... Well, you can see for yourself. Ugly, slimy Monica Frog.

MONICA. You must be Leanne?

LEANNE. (to audience) Oh god. She knows my name. You ever noticed how 
when you meet someone really gross, it’s like there’s an invisible barrier between 
you? Like a window. You can look them in the eye, and be recoiling from them in 
horror at the same time. It’s funny how their grossness expands to fit the space, 
but the window keeps you apart. I was horrified and fascinated at the same 
time, disgusted and transfixed, like seeing squashed roadkill, like dissection, 
like dog shit. Your eyes can’t help but be drawn to them, even if it’s just to make 
sure you don’t step on them and make your shoes stink. It was just like that 
with Monica Frog. I felt I had to know where she was at all times, and what she 
was doing, even though just looking at her made me sick. (getting out textbooks) 
I always did well at school. It wasn’t much of a school. But I knew I had to get 
out of there, and I desperately wanted to go to Queensland University, far away 
from Railway Estate, and maybe study Marine Biology or anything really just to 
get away.  I knew I wasn’t staying. But Monica, well, she was hopeless. She never 
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raised her hand in class. Never answered a question. Don’t think the teachers 
even knew she was there. And at lunchtimes, she was even worse. 

MONICA gets out her lunchbox and sits on the desk. LEANNE stands, watching in 
horror.

LEANNE. Her lunch always stank of boiled cabbage. She spent most of her time 
pulling at her skirt so we couldn’t see the big bruises on her legs. They said she 
had the Mum from hell, always wacking her on the legs with a ladle. Leaving 
big black bruises. 

LEANNE fetches chewing gum cards out of her schoolbag and sits next to MONICA.

LEANNE. Monica kept to herself, sticking Suzi Quatro stickers all over her bag 
and just hanging round while we swopped Bay City Roller cards.  The Bay City 
Rollers were cool. I was always got Stuart. He was gorgeous.

LEANNE hands MONICA a card.

MONICA. Why do I always get Eric?

LEANNE. Cos he’s ugly and no-one wants him.

MONICA puts her lunch and the card away and gets out her crochet needle and thread 
with a half-finished doily. LEANNE looks at the doily in horror, turns to the audience 
and laughs.

LEANNE. (to Monica) What the hell is that? You some kind of weirdo?

MONICA. It’s crochet. My Mum’s teaching me.

LEANNE. (laughing) You making yourself a new outfit? Special outfit for sad 
cases?

MONICA. It’s a doily.

LEANNE just laughs.

LEANNE. What, you wipe your bum with it?

MONICA. No. You put em on tables, make em look nice. To put cups on. Or on 
the backs of chairs.

LEANNE. Can’t you afford proper stuff? You have to knit it yourself?
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MONICA. ‘S not knitting, it’s crochet.

LEANNE. Snot knitting. (laughs) Monica Frog and her snot knitting. You’re so 
weird. Your slimy Suzi Quattro stickers and your snot knitting. What else do 
you do?

MONICA. I can make flowers.

LEANNE. (laughs) Snot flowers. You’re such a weirdo, you know that. You make 
me wanna puke.

Upset, MONICA shoves her stuff into her bag and leaves.

LEANNE. Monica failed school. The rest of us stayed on to do our Higher 
School Certificates and learn useful stuff for college. But Monica left, no hope, 
no future, nothing. (to Monica) You’re so pathetic. (to audience) But lucky for her, 
they opened a new chain of family restaurants in Australia, called McDonalds.

MONICA appears behind the desk with her McDonalds cap on.

LEANNE  takes a chair and sits, sipping a milkshake.

MONICA. (to audience) Take your order?

MONICA looks daggers at smirking LEANNE.

LEANNE. For some that’d be the end of the story wouldn’t it. And it would be 
for Monica, if a stockman they called Bird hadn’t wandered into town that night, 
from the vastness of the Queensland outback, and wanted to get something to 
eat. 

BIRD enters the restaurant, looking around like he’s landed on an alien planet. He’s tall, 
lanky, awkward, dressed for the bush, with a hat. 

MONICA. (to Bird) Take your order?

BIRD takes his hat off - his hair’s so dry it stands up. BIRD smiles - he’s missing a 
tooth. 

LEANNE. (laughing) They were made for each other!

MONICA glares at LEANNE.

BIRD. What’s good?
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MONICA. Not much.

BIRD. (laughs) Got any steak?

MONICA. Nah, just burgers. 

BIRD. What’s a burger? 

MONICA looks surprised.

BIRD. Just kidding. I know what a burger is.

MONICA. You want one?

BIRD. Go on then.

MONICA. You want fries with that?

BIRD. What?

MONICA. Hot chips. But they’re real skinny.

BIRD. Do you like ‘em?

MONICA. Not much.

BIRD. (laughs) Better not then, eh?

MONICA. D’ya want a drink?

BIRD. I’ll have a cold one.

MONICA. No, there’s no beer. Just coke or a coffee.

BIRD. Bit hot in here for a coffee.

MONICA. Yeh. Just a burger then?

BIRD. Yeh, go on.

MONICA fetches him a wrapped burger. BIRD unwraps it.

BIRD. That’s the smallest piece of meat I’ve ever seen.

MONICA laughs. BIRD puts the burger down.
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BIRD. Look, no offence, but I might go see if I can find some real food. That 
looks like food. Um. Would you like to come with me? 

MONICA nods, smiling.

BIRD. What time do you get out of here?

MONICA (throwing off the cap) Right now.

BIRD escorts MONICA out of the restaurant. LEANNE stands up in shock. 

LEANNE. Next time I saw Monica, she had a stall at the Fair, with Bird in tow.

MONICA brings on a basket of home-made feather-flowers and a display of crocheted 
doilies, and sits at the desk as though a stall at the Fair. BIRD hovers, holding up one of 
the doilies, as LEANNE approaches.

BIRD. (to Monica) Did you really make that? 

MONICA nods proudly.

BIRD. You’re so clever. It’s like a snowflake. But in summer. 

MONICA. Have you seen snow?

BIRD. No. Never any snow where I’m from. Yer lucky if there’s water. But I can 
imagine that’s just what a snowflake looks like.

LEANNE. (to Monica) Hey Frog, who’s yer boyfriend?

MONICA. This is Bird. Bird, this is Leanne, from school.

LEANNE. Gidday mate.

BIRD. Hi.

LEANNE. Not got a proper name then?

BIRD. They just call me Bird.

LEANNE. Cos that’s what you look like?

BIRD. Cos I’m a pilot. I fly a helicopter.

LEANNE. Thought you worked with cows. S’what Monica said.
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BIRD. Yeh, that’s right. Country out there’s so big, we round em up with 
helicopters now. (to Monica) I’ll take you up sometime.

LEANNE. Fair Dinkum! 

BIRD. (to Monica) Why’s she talking like that?

MONICA. Dunno. (to Leanne) You wanna buy something?

LEANNE. Buy something you made? You must be joking, Frog. (to Bird) We all 
call her frog cos that’s what she looks like. Like one of those slimy things that 
lives in the cane and makes people sick.

BIRD. (to Leanne) Toad.

LEANNE. What?

BIRD. That’s a toad. Cane toads, they live in the cane. (increasingly threatening) 
And eat rats and bugs. And they’re ugly as sin. But frogs, now they live in the 
rainforest and they’re delicate beautiful creatures, all colours of the rainbow. 
And if you get too close to one, if you just accidentally step on one, they’ll kill 
ya. 

LEANNE. Really?

BIRD. Can you see a difference there?

LEANNE. Yeh, I think I can. (to Monica) Good luck with your doilies and stuff. I 
better go. Got better things to do than hang around here.

BIRD watches LEANNE exit.

BIRD. (to Monica) You wanna come home with me?

MONICA. (with a hopeful smile) Yeh.

BIRD takes MONICA’s hand and leads her away. At the last minute, she grabs her 
basket of flowers and doilies and hurries after him.

LEANNE. (to audience) So it was we watched Monica catch the train with 
Bird, leaving Railway Estate behind her, and heading inland, through the vast 
rainforests of the Atherton Tableland and into the heart of Queensland. Where 
the cattle pastures and the bush stretch out into the beyond. To where Bird had 
a house, with a verandah on the roof.

DREAMS OF MONICA FROG
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BIRD helps MONICA climb up the chair, holding onto her hand as they both climb onto 
the desk to look at the view all around them.

MONICA. Bird, it’s beautiful. It’s like I can see forever everywhere. How much 
of it’s yours?

BIRD. (puzzled) All of it.

MONICA slowly realises what BIRD means. They freeze.

LEANNE. And that’s how Monica Frog found herself married to the biggest 
landowner in North Queensland. And she filled their home with babies, and 
crocheted doilies that looked like scattered snowflakes, and she still sells 
feathered flowers at the Fair.

LQ/MF/01
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I was born at a starting pistol
Risk all?
No need
It’s all set out crystal clear
Heed the fear
It’s pure instinct
Keep busy, keep busy, keep busy
Keep your head down
Like rabbits building warrens
A life of tunnel vision
Listened to everything I was told
You gotta grow up
Or there’s no point in getting old.

I could get all that my parents never owned
The guilty sweat of them working their lives for me
And paying for uni
Seeped in my bones
I was going to prove my whole worth
Stand firm on my turf
It was the only battle worth bothering with: 

It was brutal, sweaty and savage
As expected, there was friendly fire
And collateral damage:

The winner got to be average.

So I paid my taxes
Kept my landlord sweet
Obeyed all the laws
Didn’t disrupt
Debts paid on time
Watched what I ate
Never shagged around
Kept up with current affairs
Listened to sensible music at a reasonable volume
Never smoked
Never did drugs
A couple of beers on the weekend
And a coffee in the morning
Sorted me out just fine.

NOTES FROM A DYING TAXPAYER
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In short
I played the game
And paid my dues
But now I’ve got the shaky feeling
That this game was rigged to lose
I convinced myself
That all this was deserved
But now
It all seems absurd
Because all my mates have the same TVs
Same cars
Same houses
Same stories as me...

Such a loss
Because despite all those promotions
I always had a boss
And what was the cost?
A buzzing static motion
Like a wasp trapped in a congealing tar ocean
And everyone told me it was kosher
The status quo
But I was always undercover
Pretending I was someone I didn’t know.

Every day at work there was
A comfortable suppressed sadness
As familiar conversations evaporated over and over
Chats that smacked the imagination
Into a bloodied unconsciousness
So many words but so little said
Nothing to distract from the 
Tax bills
Mortgages
Payslips
That elbowed for space in my head.

Every four years I cast that invisible vote
It was a floating vote
It floated into nothing
It disappeared into the wind
Like so many lost years
While wars ripped my telly to shreds on a nightly 
basis

NOTES FROM A DYING TAXPAYER
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Hoodies wielded knives
There was a new killer flu on the horizon...

But none of it ever happened to me.

Nothing ever really changed.

So much time spent scared of nothing.

I didn’t know waste had a taste until now.

And every brick of this hospital has that discoloured tinge 
I cringe at the smell of the rot
That crept in
Seeped in
And rose so high
Became so normal
That no one ever peeped in to check if I was drowning

My memories are like holiday snaps
Wrapped in laminate

My skin’s the only thing that’s real.
I touch my chest:
My diminuendo heartbeat
Spent so long trying to find my feet
And didn’t even find them.

It’s all nearly over.
It was nice.
I remember my English teacher telling me
That nice was a meaningless word.

Perfect, then.

Just please don’t remember me
For the things I never did.

CR/NT/01
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WHAT’S YOUR STORY:  DAVID MORGAN

What age were you when you first became interested in poetry?
 
As I was coming down my mother’s fallopian tubes and it just increased every 
moment after that. Fried baked beans and Marmite sandwiches, Coronation 
Street in black and white and Dad reciting scintillating snatches of Dylan 
Thomas: “Now as I was young and easy under the apple boughs.” I saw poetry 
everywhere. The holly is flowering as hayfields are rolling, their gleaming long 
grasses like waves of the sea.
 
Everywhere…

Muffin The Mule dancing string-bound on the posh lady’s piano hoping that 
the skies would open and rain down wooden carrots on his wooden head and 
me in a school hall attempting to persuade a plastic paratrooper to float and 
then me jumping in the back of Mum’s car and cutting my hand on a fish bone.
The hungry birds harry the last berries of rowan, but white is her bark in the 
darkness of rain.
 
Everywhere…

Dad loved painting trees in all shades of green ( his favourite colour) light 
rippling in myth-ripe water, his childhood in Wales hitting his cortex over and 
over again like fire as green as grass. “I speak through the oak,” says the Green 
Man, “I speak through the oak,” says he.
 
How many years have you been writing poetry?
 
Since I was thirteen and my first poem STONE LION was published. When 
John Keats was my age, he’d already been dead nearly thirty years! Now Time 
holds me green and dying though I sing in my chains like the sea, as I spread the 
marmite thickly on the bread and ladle on the fried baked beans. So my fourth 
ghost comes. The other three are to be found in this text.
 
 
What things inspire you to write?
 
Making sense of things. Wondering what Dark Matter is; why the galaxies are 
speeding faster and faster away from each other; why we live and why we die; 
why pigs aren’t green and grass doesn’t go oink.
 
Also… bagpipes. The idea is distasteful at best. An awkward arthritic octopus of 
wind, approximating some parody of breathing, like a medical apparatus from 
some Victorian sick-ward.  A grotesque poem in three dimensions, a rococo 
thing-a-me-bob.  
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Drunk, I once grabbed bagpipes to my chest and right away I had to lean back 
on my heels, my chin in the air, my back arched like a bullfighter or flamenco 
dancer.  I became an unheard of contradiction: an off-balance ball of high-
pitched screaming in a peaceful university study area.

Ah, but for all that, I find evidence of the soul in the most unlikely places.  

Once in a German restaurant in St. Petersburg, an ancient Bagpiper came to our 
table and played the old favourites: 
 
“Scotland the brave,” “Mull of Kintyre,” “Brave heart,” and through all the 
clichés his spirit sounded clearly.  

It seemed like the bagpipes hovered in air, and he swayed weightlessly one with 
them, eyes closed, back in Scotland, in some lost village of his childhood. 
For a moment we all floated -the whole restaurant:  the patrons, the knives and 
forks, the Pilsner bier, the sacrificed sausages and sauerkraut on plates.  
Everything was pure and eternal, fragilely suspended like a stained-glass window 
in the one remaining wall, of a bombed out Russian Orthodox Church.
 
What do you think of older poetry?
 
Everything and all sorts please and inspire and delight. Beowulf through to 
Blake and beyond. After the wind died, the rain cut down straight. 
After the rain ceased to descend and we could no longer smell creosote in the 
air, the other odours returned - 
marmite and oranges and the stench of dying angels grounded in the grass. 
 
What do you think of modern poetry?
 
Jurassic Park!  Massive.  Bring it on. Here’s the one who hit you when your back 
was turned, teaching at the interactive white board. Here’s the one who changed 
a prospective girlfriend’s mind about having sex with you. Here’s the one who 
went to Luton and found the Arndale exotic. Here’s the one whose hair grew 
greatly after death. Here’s the one who owned the ladder.
 
Here’s the one who advised that you didn’t attempt an additional step after 
reaching the top of this ladder. People have been known to do so and stumbled, 
landing in the long haired afterlife. Others have been attacked by particularly 
territorial and predatory flocks of clouds. Still others have taken this ill-
advised step and found themselves mysteriously enlisted in a V formation of 
Canada geese; and, almost before they knew it, were stranded in the Caribbean 
without a passport or even a Cayman Islands bank account and suffering from 
enormously aching arms.

WHAT’S YOUR STORY:  DAVID MORGAN
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Here’s the one with Elvis’s profile. Here’s the largest one in existence. Here’s the 
smallest. Here’s the one who told a joke at your expense. Here’s the one who 
laughed.
 
|Here’s the one who explained that because hair is rumoured to grow after death, 
there is also said to be a certain hairdresser who the lucky dead go to for a trim. 
The hairdresser, cold fingers still fastened to her clippers working impossibly 
fast, emerges from sleep in the midnight mirror and takes them in order as 
each number comes up. Hair dissolves like fog as it touches the linoleum floor. 
Before daylight, the lucky dead return to their graves, bringing the good news 
of a new image to their particular bodies. In the dark, they embrace who they 
used to be.
 
Here’s the one who you used to be. Here’s the one who you are now. Here’s 
the one who you would like to be. Here’s the exit for those who came in by 
mistake…
 
Who are your favourite poets?
 
Too many to mention. I often prefer poems to poets; so much easier to relate to. 
They said dragons don’t exist, dreams don’t come true and there are no samurai 
any more. They said very special ribbons cocoon us in safe measurement and 
solid geometry; what we see and touch is reality-
the symmetry of all we’ll ever be …yet a samurai sword splits ribbons falling
as they toss and they turn in my dreams waking me up, breathing fire.
 
Who have been your greatest inspirations?
 
My parents, my wife, my children and the Minotaur that lives down the bottom 
of our garden with the ghost of Buster Keaton.

On weekends I help my Dad look for his soul. He says he used to be a wizard 
of words, or a giant poet (the story varies from telling to telling), and, as was 
the custom for his kind, he put his soul into an egg (or perhaps a stone) for safe-
keeping. He hid the egg (or stone) inside a duck (or in the belly of a sheep, or 
in a tree stump), and so long as his soul was safe, his body could not be killed 
or wounded. 
 
“Oh,” he says. “I was the greatest terror of the hills. My words ate the hearts 
of knights,” or sometimes, “I lived in my high tower and none dared oppose 
me, and with the reciting of my poetry I could turn stone to mud and water to 
boiling blood.” Or sometimes “The earth trembled with my every image.” He 
said this almost wistfully.
 

WHAT’S YOUR STORY:  DAVID MORGAN
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My Dad is seventy eight (unless he is hundreds of years old as he claims). His 
skin is covered in dark freckles, liver spots, and moles, and he says that each 
blemish marks a year he’s lived beyond his rightful span. All he wants is to find 
the egg (or stone) that houses his soul, so that he may break the egg (or crush 
the stone) and die.
 
I asked him once, while we looked for his soul in the waste bins at the park, 
“How could you misplace your soul?”
“I hid it so well, I forgot where it was hidden,” he said.
“Seems like a hell of a thing to forget, Dad.” I said.
“When you don’t have a soul,” he said, “It’s harder to know which things are 
important to remember.”
 
We go out every weekend. He’s old. I am his only son, although his dementia 
means that he doesn’t remember who I am. Mum sheds a tear for the husband 
she has lost to legend. Dad and I are companions for one another. He tells 
marvelous stories. Although he never did, it is as if he once taught mythology, 
though he tells the tales of gods and heroes as if he saw it all firsthand. 
 
Once he found a robin’s egg on the ground. It must have fallen from a nest. 
He held the egg in trembling hands, cracked it, and yolk spilled out. No soul. 
He shook the egg off his hands. Bits of shell fell to the ground. He wiped his 
hands on his trousers and went on looking, picking up rocks, dropping them in 
disgust and frustration.
 
We go out every weekend; we walk the length of the town 
and back, but somehow the earth never trembles…only me.
 
“I burn with desire,” says the Green Man, “I burn with desire,” says he.
 
Do you think poetry still has a place in our culture?
 
I sometimes wonder if our culture has a place in poetry! Poetry is always 
relevant. I’m a teacher and you only have to see how students relate to poetry, 
both reading it and writing it to know it is alive and well. More poetry is being 
written now than at any time in our history. 
The internet has been a great spur.
 
“I am born in the dark,” says the Green man, “I am born in the dark,” says he.
 
What does poetry mean to you?
 
The experiments of Russian film pioneer Lev Kuleshov in the late teens and 
early 1920’s are touchstones in film. His most famous experiment saw him 
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juxtapose a neutral close-up of actor Ivan Mozhukhin with a shot of a bowl of 
soup, then the same close up with a dead woman in a coffin, then again with a 
little girl playing with a doll. Audiences, it is aid, raved at the actors’ sensitive 
projection of hunger, grief and paternal pride, proving Kuleshov’s theory that 
two individual shots projected in succession are always integrated into one 
whole by the viewer, so that A + B = C. The influence of his experiment paved 
the way for all film grammar to come.
 
How clever to manufacture emotion with such figurative juxtaposition and how 
like so much of poetry, where we take the arbitrary as the pre-destined and vice 
versa. Poetry means everything and I see it everywhere.
 
Time passes beyond patience.
 
How green is the valley of memory; to my left Mum, a little girl, 
dances to an unheard song and to my right, Dad, little boy face polished with 
carbolic soap, hop scotches pavement cracks and a thousand years bad luck. 
A puddle yields Excalibur, shadowy clouds radiate rainbows, the sandwich 
solves my mouth’s loneliness and it is once upon a time at last.
 
 Do you have a favourite poem?
 
Yes, the one that someone, somewhere is about to write.

Late on a Friday night or early on a Saturday morning, they drive to a cemetery 
near their university, the one with a good view of the gloomy canal. 

With considerable effort, they uproot a woman’s gravestone; load it in the boot 
of the old car, driving to the edge they transplant it in the murky depths, the 
splash lifting in a commemorative bouquet that withers quickly back into dark 
water. 

Kissing they tell each other that they will become a living monument, holding 
the deceased one’s name in memory forever.

Backing up, the car sticks in reverse and they go on for miles, it seems, before 
they can get it into first gear and drive the rest of the way facing forward instead 
of backwards.

Perhaps this is a preview.

The next morning, in their bedsit, each realises alcohol has erased the absent 
one’s name more fully even than the canal could.
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Many years later, married, they wake up at 2 A.M. 

A small voice is whispering: 
“Rachel… Rachel something… “ in their ears.

They listen more closely: it’s their daughter. A child’s nightmare? 

They open the door and go to her room. She is sitting up in bed, eyes wide open. 
Tracing with her finger, engraving in air, she is saying, as if attempting to read: 
“1845 to something something something? Rachel … Rachel something …1845 
to something something something? Rachel… Rachel… Rachel…something…
something…something…1845 to …”
 
Have you anything else to say?

At present I am working on a series of short existential, stream of consciousness 
prose pieces for the Dyslexia Society, as well as some dirty stories for ‘Watch 
with Daddy.’

Writing poetry can be like remembering the first time I went over a hundred 
miles an hour in my car. It felt like I was flying! Well, maybe that’s because I 
drove off that cliff.

The other day I walked back from the supermarket, life is by invitation and 
seeing depends on the spectacles we wear. I thought it was snowing flowers, but 
it was my wife’s dress coming towards me. The air was so soft and warm, it was 
fur brushing my body and a radio played the Isley Brothers ‘Summer Breeze’. 

I’m a teacher and some of my dreams have been smashed like hawks eggs 
against granite stairs, some are still swimming with golden Koi under a Feng 
Shui fountain.
 
This could be a metaphor for poetry, if one be needed:
 
Two men, both seriously ill, occupied the same hospital room. One man was 
allowed to sit up in his bed for an hour a day to drain the fluids from his lungs. 
His bed was next to the room’s only window. The other man had to spend all 
his time flat on his back.

Every afternoon when the man in the bed next to the window could sit up, he 
would pass the time by describing to his roommate all the things he could see 
outside the window.

The man in the other bed would live for those one-hour periods where his 
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world would be broadened and enlivened by all the activity and colour of the 
outside world. The window overlooked a park with a lovely lake, the man had 
said. Ducks and swans played on the water while children sailed their model 
boats. Lovers walked arm in arm amid flowers of every colour of the rainbow. 
Grand old trees graced the landscape, and a fine view of the city skyline could 
be seen in the distance. As the man by the window described all this in exquisite 
detail, the man on the other side of the room would close his eyes and imagine 
the picturesque scene.

One warm afternoon the man by the window described a parade passing by.  
Although the other man could not hear the band, he could see it in his mind’s eye 
as the gentleman by the window made it come alive with vibrant description. 
 
The following morning, the day nurse arrived to bring water for their baths. 
When she found the lifeless body of the man by the window, she was saddened 
and called the hospital attendant to take it away--no words, no fuss. As soon 
as it seemed appropriate, the man asked if he could be moved next to the 
window. The nurse was happy to make the switch and after making sure he 
was comfortable, she left him alone.

Slowly, painfully, he propped himself up on one elbow to take his first look. 
Finally, he would have the joy of seeing it all himself. He strained to slowly turn 
to look out of the window beside the bed. It faced a blank wall.
 
What if running beside the day to day stories we author, another ‘ other reality’ 
story runs of which we catch parts and glimpses in certain moments of abstract 
lucidity, or some dreams of greater than usual depth. In moments of passion, 
unfathomable grief, when we feel other than our normal selves. What if this 
story continues, even when we die? A loop as long as eternity itself.
 
I know that today is an important date. It is another day when I didn’t die.
 
“I am born in the dark,” says the Green Man, 

“And I bring the light with me,” says he.

WHAT’S YOUR STORY:  DAVID MORGAN
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Enigma Creative Writing magazine is currently being published by the London 
charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, Recreation and 
Education), who have now acted as a guardian for arts and sports in Britain for 
over 10 years. Protecting Britain’s cultural interest, they often undergo political 
campaigns, archive and research information regarding the mental and physical 
wellbeing of the nation.

The founder, operatic conductor Denis Vaughan, the initial driving force and 
founding father of the National Lottery in Britain, set up to provide a funding 
foundation for Arts and Sports. He has also been mentioned as ‘the man who 
brought more money to sport than anyone else in the 20th Century.’ CAARE 
is the only charity to fully monitor Lottery spending on good causes, and over 
time the priorities over the use of Lottery funds have changed and used for 
other purposes. CAARE’s main ethos is to widen access and participation in 
arts and sports to the Lottery’s full potential, and must be protected to serve its 
paying public personally.

In the past year, articles about CAARE and Denis Vaughan has had quite a wide 
range of media coverage including, The Times, The Daily Mail, The Scotsman and 
Time Out magazine. 

Enigma Creative Writing Magazine is only one of their projects to spread 
awareness of arts and sports for the public, and all proceeds from purchasing 
this magazine in print in the future will go towards this cause. To find out more 
about current and past projects, visit www.caare.co.uk.

THE CHARITY BEHIND THE MAGAZINE
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Enigma aims to make the creative writing world accessible to all as part of the 
arts programme for the charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of 
Arts and Recreation in Education). Its ethos is for all people of all ages and 
backgrounds to have the opportunity to have their work published and shared 
with others.

Enigma reflects the wide variety of today’s creative writing, from works by 
published authors to poetry from school children. We want to show that anyone 
with a pen and paper can write and improve by seeing their work alongside 
others.

Why “Enigma”?

All work is identified by a code, rather than a name. The code can be referenced 
simply with the alphabet, but our aim is that all work should be read without 
prejudice on its first read, and can be traced now to the back of the publication 
to find out more about the writer.

Submission guidelines

Up to three poems/short stories/short scripts (up to 3,000 words max) per person 
are accepted.

NB: Also please include a short paragraph about what made you interested 
in writing as reference to the code if you get selected. Examples of this can be 
seen at the back of this issue.

Features

What’s your story?

No matter what background, aspirations or goals in the literary world, Enigma
Magazine would be delighted to hear your story for this quarterly feature. The
limit is 300 to 500 words.

Submissions should be sent to editor@enigmacw.co.uk or by post to Enigma
Magazine, 41 Floral Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 9DG entitled “What’s 
your story?”

Enigma is published by CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts,
Recreation and Education), a registered charity that promotes the benefits of
participation in the arts and physical activity.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
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We are always accepting throughout the year and even if your work is not
immediately published, there is always the option of keeping your work on
record for any future issue.

Online Submissions 

We may choose to have some of the work you submitted online instead of 
in the magazine, but we will always ask you first. Feel free to submit work 
purely for online, but please make sure you mark it so! We are now accepting 
poetry recordings as well to put on the site. MP3 recordings or WAV files are 
accepted.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
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GH/L/01
London - Geoffrey Heptonstall
TBA

JT/PO/01 and JT/ST/02
Put Out and Sight Test:-  Janina Karpinska
Meanwhile, I live in Hove, completed an M.A. in Creative Writing & Personal 
Development at Sussex University a few years ago. I won 1st prize in the cannon 
Open Poetry competition a couple of years ago which was a nice surprise, and just 
recently had a poem about my mum’s war and post war experience published by 
World Arts Platform in Write from the Heart: HOME and a poem about failure 
in the Iron Book of Humorous Verse (write about what you know).

I am hugely attracted to experimental writers - the oulippo group; perec; 
Burroughs; Christine Brooke-rose; edson. I run writing workshops in local 
shops and businesses - the launderette; tattoo parlour etc. I can’t go anywhere 
without wanting to run a workshop there.

CG/P/01
Paint - Colin Galbraith
Colin Galbraith is the author of several works of fiction and collections of poetry. 
Based in Edinburgh, he is a lover of the alternative side of Scottish life, rabbits, 
cheese and quaffing. Galbraith is an accomplished fake faller. Read more about 
him here: www.colingalbraith.co.uk

MM/RC/01
The Red Camellia - Mignotte Mekuria
Mignotte Mekuria’s love affair with books began early when as a child in 
Ethiopia her mother told her stories to keep her well behaved in public. Now, 
studying for her masters in creative writing at the University of Salford, she 
is finally on her way to realizing her dream of making a life in the wonderful 
world of literature. Mignotte loves travelling, movies from the 1940s, Swedish 
death metal and fine wine.

AC/PB/01
P.B Shelley is a Giant Octopus - Alex Clements
Alex has a degree in Creative Writing from the University of East London. He is 
interested in folklore as a living, modern entity. His name on twitter is
alexrclements, if you’re into that sort of thing.

IG/DR/01
Igor Grebsic – Down the River
TBA
 

BEHIND THE DOOR
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JH/WK/01
The Wonder of What it is to Know - Jennifer Hooper
Aged 6, I remember my keen desire to learn to read and write and my personal 
drive to learn how to do, which was quite wearisome, but the only way to 
overcome this obstacle was to put pen to paper and struggle to read my nursery 
books.   Looking back, my earliest recollection of writing was around 7-8 years. 
Not so long ago I completed a communications course that helped me to learn 
more about the actual mind, its functions and coping mechanisms.  Somehow I 
believe this was the royal road to find Me again.  As my power, was gradually 
restored and my creative theme leaned to the concept of empowerment which 
effected a certain kind of positive refinement in my personality.  It was obviously 
doing me some good so I resumed writing poetry on a weekly basis.  Although 
I have had a love of poetry from quite a young age, it is really now that I have a 
much clearer understanding about this talent.  The love of poetry has developed 
in me because of its ability to invoke triggers to write about themes that are wish, 
desire, love or hate and helped me to express my true feelings about a person or 
a thing.  Writing in any form including poetry, especially if aspects of the self are 
in the words, can be a kind of catharsis – a way of working through thoughts.  
Somehow, I truly believe that writing for all those years when I was a child 
has enabled me to move forward from a dependent to an independent state, 
in a kind of elegant way.  I encourage all to join me in this form of archaic but 
contemporary activity for personal pleasure and the reader’s interpretation.

DS/AT/01
Angel Trumpets - Diana Solano
I was born in Australia and moved to Leeds eleven years ago; I return to Brisbane 
every year. I am married to Australian conductor, pianist and composer, Nigel 
Gaynor. I studied comparative literature, cultural history, historiography, 
education and creative writing and hold a BA (Hons 1st class) and a PhD from 
Griffith University, a Masters in women’s studies from the University of Oxford 
and a PGCE in English from University of York. I recently commenced writing 
my first novel. I am a member of the Queensland Writers Centre and the Leeds 
Writers’ Circle. I have worked in university and secondary education, health and 
business. Before undertaking my university studies, I was a registered nurse 
operating room nurse. In 2009, I published a non-fiction book based on my PhD, 
The Subjects of Mary MacKillop: reading the subject into cultural history.  I have 
published academic journal articles, but I haven’t sent my short stories to be 
published until now!

AA/D/01
Dancer - Amy Anderson
I have been writing poetry for nearly four years and have been tutored by 
Graham Harthill, John Rice, Donny O’ Rourke and Gerry Loose.  I have a 
particular interest in exploring the relationships between nature and the urban 
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spectacle, nationality and the self.   I was recently selected for the Clydebuilt 
4 Glasgow Poetry Mentoring Scheme and I am currently working on my first 
poetry collection.  I work for a charity providing support to family carers and 
when I am not working or thinking about poetry I enjoy walking and making 
up recipes for healthy dinners.

ET/PS/01
Portrait of a Soldier – Emma Timpany
Emma Timpany was born in southern New Zealand. After obtaining a degree in 
Anthropology she set off to travel the world. Her love of writing was born out of 
a love of reading. Five of her stories have been accepted for publication and she 
also read a story at Port Eliot Literary Festival this year. She recently completed 
her first novel ‘Under The Wave’ which was commended in The Yeovil Prize 
2010 and long-listed for The Cinnamon Press Awards 2009. Emma is currently 
working on a second novel and, sporadically, a book of inter-connected short 
stories. She lives in Cornwall where she runs a small flower growing business 
and she enjoys walking, reading and swimming in the sea.

LQ/MF/01
Dreams of Monica Frog - Laura Quigley
I write because I like being other people, that’s the best way to describe it I 
suppose. I’ve been involved in theatre and writing for performance for years 
now. I started when I was a kid because I had a bit of a stammer, and reading 
other people’s lines was so much easier. And from there got into writing my own 
lines, again because talking was more difficult, I suppose. Always been more 
of a writer than a talker even when I got over the stammer! Performance was 
freedom for me, not having to be myself all the time, not having difficulty with 
speaking, and writing is an extension of that. I just love it when the characters 
start telling me what they want to say - that’s when the writing becomes more 
expressive. It’s not just me that’s doing the talking.
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CR/NT/01
Notes from a Dying Taxpayer - Captain of the Rant 
I have been writing poetry and spoken word under the pseudonym Captain of 
the Rant since May 2008, and have quickly become established as an energetic, 
passionate and witty performer. I have shared stages with poetry legends such 
as Martin Newell, John Hegley, Kate Tempest, Steve Larkin, David J and Attila 
The Stockbroker. As a writer, my poetry and articles have been published in a 
diverse array of publications, including The Erotic Review (issue 104, November 
2009), stand-up comedy website Chortle, anarchist newspaper Class War and 
webzine La Bouche (issue 3, October 2009). My main interests surround DIY 
underground cultures, and my writing definitely reflects this passion for anti-
authoritarian politics. I use personal experiences as a foundation to explore 
wider problems in our society.

What’s your Story? David Morgan

BEHIND THE DOOR


